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We use mathematical models to investigate the relationship between viral characteristics
and virus load under the following immune responses: (a) CTL-mediated lysis, (b) CTLmediated inhibition of virus entry into target cells, (c) CTL-mediated inhibition of virion
production and (d) antibody responses. We find that the rate of virus entry into target cells
may generally only have a weak influence on virus load. The rate of virion production
by infected cells only has a weak effect on the equilibrium number of infected cells
while strongly influencing the number of free virus particles. On the other hand, viral
cytopathogenicity may be a major determinant of virus load under certain types of
immune responses. If there is no immune response, or if inunune mediators inhibit
infection of target cells, non-cytopathic viruses may attain significantly higher abundances
than cytopathic ones. On the other hand, immune mediators acting on infected cells
control both types of viruses with similar efficiencies. These results are used to interpret
data on perforin-knockout experiments in LCMV infection and provide the basis for
understanding the suppression and rise of non-syncytium (NSI) and syncytium inducing
(SI) HIV phenotypes during the disease process.
Keywords: Cytopathogenicity, replication rate, virus load, immune responses, perforin-knockout
mice, mathematical models

1. INTRODUCTION

However, in most infections, alternative virus specific
immune responses are thought to contribute to controlling the disease as well. With human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), CTLs may perform other
anti-viral functions besides lysing infected cells. They
may release chemokines inhibiting viral entry into
susceptible target cells. Examples are macrophage
inflammatory protein l a and ID (MIP l a and I@)

Most mathematical models describing the in vivo
dynamics of viral infections have focussed on the
interaction between the virus population and lytic
CTL responses (McLean and Kirkwood, 1990;
McLean, 1992; Essunger and Perelson, 1994; Nowak
and Bangham. 1996; deBoer and Perelson, 1998).
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or RANTES (Cocchi et ul., 1995; Zanussi et ul.,
1996; Gallo and Lusso, 1997). Alternatively, CTLs
may secrete cytokines inhibiting virion production
by infected cells, such as CTL-secreted anti-viral
factor or CAF (Levy et al., 1996). CTL-secreted
soluble factors are also thought to be a main defence
mechanism necessary for controlling hepatitis B virus
(HBV) without damaging the liver (Guidotti et al.,
1994a, 1994b; Guidotti et al., 1996a, 1996b; Guidotti
and Chisari, 1996). In addition to CTL responses,
antibodies are also important in contributing to the
control of viral infections, e.g. with vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) or influenza virus (Kagi and
Hengartner, 1996).
In this paper, we incorporate these different types
of immune responses into the basic model of virus
infection (Anderson and May, 1979; Anderson and
May, 1991; Nowak and Bangham, 1996; deBoer and
Perelson, 1998) and investigate the effect of viral
parameters on virus load. The two significant viral
parameters in these models are the rate of virusmediated cell killing (cytopathogenicity) and the
overall replication rate of the virus. Viral replication
is a process involving multiple steps and we will
concentrate on the rate of target cell infection a$ well
as the rate of virion production by infected cells.
Viruses have different levels of cytopathogenicity.
At one extreme, there are non-cytopathic viruses
which hardly damage their target cells, such as lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV, LehmannGrube, 1971; Moskophidis et al., 1993) or HBV
(Guidotti and Chisari, 1996). On the other hand,
viruses such as vaccinia virus, influenza virus, semliki forest virus or vesicular stomatitis virus are
thought to be cytopathic (Dimmock and Primrose,
1994). The mechanisms underlying viral cytopathic
effects depend on the exact relationship between
the virus and its target cells (Dimmock and Primrose, 1994). They include degradation of cellular
mRNA, competition between viral excess mRNA
and cellular RNA, viral block of translation of cellular mRNA, block of virion assembly, the induction of an imbalance in the intracellular NAi/K+
ratio, or syncytium induction. Especially interesting
is the case when a virus may evolve from being

less cytopathic to being more cytopathic during the
course of infection, as may be the case for HIV
(Rudensey er d . , 1995; Fouchier et al., 1996).
Different strains of a given virus nay also have
different replication rates. Examples are the LCMV
strains Armstrong and Docile (Moskophidis et d.,
1993, 1995; Wodarz et al., 1998), and HIV which
evolves from relatively slow rates of reproduction
in macrophages to fast rates of replication in T cells
(O'Brien, 1994; Connor and Ho, 1994).
In the following sections we show that, according to mathematical models, the replication rate of
the virus may only have a relatively weak effect
on the equilibrium number of infected cells. The
equilibrium number of free virus particles is significantly influenced by the rate of virion production
but not by the rate of target cell entry. On the other
hand, cytopathogenicity may significantly influence
virus load under certain types of immune responses.
More specifically, the degree of virus-induced cell
killing is an important determinant of virus load
under the pressure of an immune response inhibiting
viral entry into target cells, while this may not be
the case in the presence of immune responses acting
on infected cells.

2. THE BASIC MODEL OF VIRUS

INFECTION
The basis for all models that follow are the general
virus infection equations (Nowak and Bangham,
1996; deBoer and Perelson, 1998). Uninfected target
cells (x) are produced at a rate X and suffer a natural
death rate d. Infected cells (y) die at a rate (a + d)
which is the sum of virus induced (a) plus natural
(d) death rates. They produce free virus particles
at a rate k . The free virus (u) decays at a rate u
and infects uninfected target cells at a rate P. The
equations are given by:

IMMUNE RESPONSES

If there is no virus infection, or if the basic
reproductive ratio of the virus (Ro= Xpk/d(a + d)u)
is less than unity, the system settles to the trivial
equilibrium described by (El):

Alternatively, the virus population is regulated by
target cell availability, in which case the equilibrium
expressions are given by (E2):

where the viral replication parameters are summarised in /?'= pklu.
Thus, if the virus is controlled by target cell
availability only, a major viral parameter influencing
the equilibrium virus load is its cytopathogenicity
(a). Decreasing the rate of virus-induced cell death
leads to a strong increase in virus load (Figure la).
As can be seen from the appropriate equilibrium
expressions and from Figure 2a, the rate of target
cell entry, p, does not exert a significant effect
on virus load given that Ro remains well above
one (Bonhoeffer and Nowak, 1997; Bonhoeffer
et nl., 1997a, 1997b). For P' >> d we have y(2) = A/
(a + d). The rate of virion production by infected
cells also has only a weak effect on the equilibrium
number of infected cells while strongly influencing the number of free virus particles at equilibrium
(Figure 3a).

3. MODELLING CTL MEDIATED LYSIS
Let us now consider a CTL response, z , which
eliminates infected cells. We have

z. = -cyz
--- - bz
1+ EZ
We assume that infected cells are killed at the rate
pyz. CTL are stimulated at a rate cyz/(l + EZ).This
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is a saturating function of 2: at high CTL densities
the rate of CTL proliferation is converging to c y / ~ .
Finally, CTL die at a rate bz.
If Ro > 1 there are two stable equilibria; the virus
may establish an infection without the presence of
an immune response, being limited by target cell
availability only. This outcome is described by (E4):

This equilibrium is stable if the number of infected
target cells in the absence of an immune response is
below the threshold needed for an immune response
to become established, i.e. if c(A/(a + d) - d/P1) < b.
Alternatively, if the above condition is violated,
the virus is controlled by a combination of target
cell availability and CTL mediated lysis leading to
the following equilibrium (E5).

where

2c5)is

given by:

Here, the cytopathogenicity of the virus, a, contributes only additively to the equilibrium expression
for virus load. Therefore, as shown in Figure lb,
cytopathogenicity is not an important determinant
of virus load (except when a >> p, i.e. when virusmediated cell killing is faster than CTL-mediated
killing). That is, in the presence of a strong lytic
CTL response, viruses characterised by a low rate
of cell killing (small a) will not attain significantly
higher virus loads than those characterised by larger
values of a.
As shown in Figure 2b, an increase in the rate of
target cell entry drives virus load up to an asymptote.
Therefore, for Ro >> 1, virus load becomes relatively
independent of this parameter. Similarly, the rate of
virion production, k , drives the equilibrium number
of infected cells towards an asymptote for Ro >> 1.
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F I G U 1~ Dependence of (i) the equilibrium number of infected cells and (ii) free virus panicles on the cytopathogenicity of the
virus
different types of immune responses. (a) no immune response, ( b ) CTL-mediated lysis, ( c ) CTL mediated inhibition of
virus entry, (dl CTL-medialed inhibition of virion production and ( r ) neutralising antibodies. The graphs demonstrate that no immune
response or immune responses inhibiting infection af target cells (CTL-mediated inhibition of virus entry and neutralising antibody
respoms) Favour non-cytopathic viruses, while immune mediators acting on infected cells (CTL-mediated lysis and CTL-mediated
inhibition of virion production) control both tryes of viruses with similar efficiencies. Parameters were chosen as follow,: X = I ,
d = 0.01, 8 = 2, k = 2, u = 2, c = 2.5, b = 0.2. E = I. For the lytic CTL response, p = I , whereas for immune responses involving
soluble mediators, p = 100 since a single cell secretes many such soluble mediators and is thus more efficient at inhibiting the virus.
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FIGURE 2 The eRect of the rate of viral entry into target cells (13) on (i) the equilibrium number of infected cells and (ii) free virus
particles under different types of immune responses. (a) no immune response. (b) CTL-mediated lysis, (c) CTL mediated inhibition of
virus entry. (d) CTL-mediated inhibition of virion production and (e? neutralising antibody response. The graphs show that the rate
of virua entry only has a weak or no significant influence on virus load. Increasing the parameter /? drives virus load towards an
asymptote. The asymptotic behaviour is reached at significantly higher values of 0if the immune response inhibits vims entry (c). This
is because an increase in the rate of target cell entry directly counters the immune response. Parameters were chosen as follows: X = 1,
d = 0.01, a = 0.5, k = 2, u = 2 , c = 2.5, h = 0.2, E = 1. For the lytic CTL response, p = 1, whereas for immune responses involving
soluble mediators, p = 100 since a single cell secretes many such soluble mediators and is thus more efficient at inhibiting the virus.
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FIGURE 3 The effect of the rate of virion production (k) on (i) the equilibrium number of infected cells and (ii) free virus particles
under different types of immune responses. (a) no immune response, (b) CTL-mediated lysis, (c) CTL mediated inhibition of virus
entry, (d) CTL-mediated inhibition of virion production and (e) neutralising antibody response. Increasing the rate of virion production
drives the equilibrium number of infected cells towards an asymptote and thus only has a relatively weak effect. The parameter range
over which the parameter k has a stronger influence on the number of infected cells is broadened if the immune response inhibits virus
entry. On the other hand, the equilibrium number of free virus particles is significantly influenced by the rate of virion production.
Parameters were chosen as follows: A = 1, d = 0.01, ,5 = 2, a = 0.5, u = 2, c = 2.5, b = 0.2, E = 1. For the lytic CTL response, p = 1,
whereas for immune responses involving soluble mediators, p = 100 since a single cell secretes many such soluble mediators and is
thus more efficient at inhibiting the virus.
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As before, this parameter significantly influences the
number of free virus particles (Figure 3b).

4. MODELLING CYTOKINE MEDIATED
VIRUS INHIBITION BY CTLs
There are two basic modes in which cytokines may
limit virus replication. They may inhibit infection
of target cells, or they may inhibit the process of
virion production itself by destroying viral DNA or
RNA. Models for the respective scenarios will be
considered in turn.

(a) Block of Viral Infection:
Cytolune mediated inhibition of virus entry into
target cells may be modelled by the following set
of differential equations:

cys
1 + EZ

= ------ - bz

H re, z denotes the cytokine producing CTL
population. The rate of target cell infection is given
by ,Bxv/@s + 1); thus an increased abundance of
CTL, z , reduces target cell entry. Cells that do
become infected produce new virus particles at an
uncompromised rate k .
This system is also characterised by equilibrium
(E4) if c(X/(a + d) - dl/?') < b. Alternatively, the
virus is controlled by a combination of target cell
availability and cytokme action, which is described
by (E6).
%(6) =

y(6)

+ b(a + d)(&- p )

dpc + ~ b p '

'

= b[&P'A - d(a + d)(e - p)] '

(a + d)(dpc + ~ b p ' )
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In contrast to the model for CTL mediated lysis
of infected cells, the rate of virus induced cell death
( a )is an important factor influencing the equilibrium
virus load (Figure lc). Since the death rates of target
cells form a factor in the denominator of the equilibrium expression for virus load, decreasing the rate
of cell death leads to a strong increase in virus load.
Thus, whereas cytopathic viruses (relatively large
a) are kept at low equilibrium levels, non-cytopathic
viruses (small a ) attain much higher abundances and
are thus less efficiently controlled by CTL-mediated
inhibition of virus infection.
Again, an increase in the rate of target cell
entry, p, pushes the equilibrium virus load against
an asymptote, thus only exerting a weak influence
above a certain value of Ro (Figure 2c). However, as
can be seen in Figure 2c, the asymptotic behaviour
is only reached at relatively high rates of target cell
entry, resulting in a stronger influence of on virus
load over a wider parameter range. The reason for
this is that the immune response inhibits vlral entry.
Consequently, increasing the parameter B directly
counters this immune response. The same applies
to the effect of the rate of virion production on
the equilibrium number of infected cells. Again, the
rate of virion production significantly influences the
number of free virus particles.

(b) Inhibition of Virion Production
Here we model the situation in which CTL-secreted
cytokines limit the rate of virion production inside
the host cell. In this case, the rate of CTL proliferation cannot simply be proportional to the number
of infected cells, since a reduction in virion production will lead to a reduction of the amount of
antigen presented on the surface of an infected cell.
Therefore, we let the rate of CTL proliferation be
proportional to y/(pz + 1) instead of just y . Moreover, the rate of virus induced cell death also has to
become a function of the amount of CTLs present.
The higher the levels of CTLs, the fewer particles
causing cytopathogenicity will be produced by an
infected cell which will therefore have a longer life
span. These assumptions lead to the following set of
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equations:

This model again shows virus infection without
the presence of a CTL response (E4). If virus load
in the absence of an immune response is above
the threshold needed for the immune system to
become activated, the equilibrium expressions are
given by (E7).

The rate of target cell entry, P, does not have a
significant influence on virus load above a certain
value of Ro. (Figure 2d). The rate of virion production, k, also shows only a weak effect on the
equilibrium number of infected cells (Figure 3d).
Although in this case the immune response again
directly counters viral replication, the parameter
range over which /3 and k significantly influence
virus load and the number of infected cells, respectively, is not broadened as was the case in the last
section. The reason is that in this case the immune
system inhibits the rate of virion production which
does not directly contribute to the infection of new
target cells. As before, the equilibrium number of
free virus particles is significantly influenced by the
rate of virion production (Figure 3d).

Xcpd + ab[~(a+ d) - dp]
5. MODELLING ANTIBODY RESPONSES
v(7) =

k b [ & ( ~ ' x (-~ d) - a)+ dp]
>
ucdp

where d7)is given by the solution of a quadratic
equation:
~,L?kb(d
+ a)- pd(pkb + duc) +

$(7)

=

7
~/3kb(d+ a) - pd(pkb + duc)12
+ 4 ~ b k2Xcdp
p~
2&b,02k2

The dependence of the equilibrium virus load on
the cytopathogenicity of the virus is different compared to the previous mode of cytokine action. The
degree of target cell killing again contributes only
additively to the equilibrium expressions. Therefore, viral cytopathogenicity, a , is not an important
determinant of virus load (unless virus-mediated cell
killing occurs at a faster rate than CTL-mediated
inhibition, a >> p). That is, in the presence of effective CTL-mediated inhibition of virion production,
non-cytopathic viruses (small a) will not attain significantly higher loads than viruses characterised by
larger rates of cell killing (larger a, Figure Id).

The antibody response is modelled in a similar way
as the CTL response. The main difference is that
antibody secreting B cells are activated by antigen
specific CD4' T cells which recognize viral antigen
on the surface of antigen presenting cells (APCs)
such as macrophages or interdigitating dendritic
cells. Since the amount of antigen presentation by
the APCs is proportional to the abundance of free
virus particles, the growth of this immune response
must be proportional to v rather than to y. Once
the antibody response has developed it removes
free virus particles a rate p. Denoting the antibody
response by z , the model is written as

If Ro > 1 and c[(Xk)/(au) - d / P ] < b, virus control by target cell availability (E4) will be observed.
The equilibrium expressions describing virus control by a combination of target cell availability and
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the antibody response are given by (E8)

+ d),

y(8) = (A - d x @ ) ) / ( a

ds)= [/?kxc8)- u ( a + d ) ] / [ p ( a+ d ) ] ,
where x(') is obtained by a solution of a quadratic
equation

x(8J

=

{ ( a + d)[Ob(ue- P) - dpcIl2
+ ~ E ( u+ d ) P 2 b k ~ p c
2&~%k

As is apparent from these expressions as well
as from Figure le, low degrees of cytopathogenicity strongly increase virus load. Thus, as was the
case with cytokine mediated inhibition of virus entry
into target cells, antibody responses are less effective at controlling non-cytopathic viruses than cytopathic ones.
As was the case with the CTL responses, an
increase in the rate of target cell entry drives
the equilibrium virus load towards an asymptote
(Figure 2e), and the same is true for the effect of
increasing the rate of virion production on the equilibrium number of infected cells. The rate of virion
production again exerts a strong effect on the number of free virus particles.

6. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION
We have analysed a series of mathematical models
describing the dynamics between a virus population
and one of four alternative immune responses: CTLmediated lysis, CTL-mediated inhibition of virus
entry into target cells, CTL-mediated inhibition of
virion production, and an antibody response. Essentially, two viral parameters influence virus load at
equilibrium: the replication rate of the virus and
the degree of virus-induced target cell killing. Our
models have shown that the rate of target cell
entry only has a weak influence on virus load at
equilibrium given that Ro >> 1. This is because an
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increase in the parameter drives virus load towards
an asymptote. Thus, above a certain value of ,B,
virus load will become relatively independent of this
parameter. The parameter range over which the rate
of target cell entry has a stronger effect on virus load
is broadened if the immune system directly inhibits
the process of viral entry. The same considerations
apply to the effect of the rate of virion production on
the equilibrium number of infected cells. In contrast,
the models indicate that the rate of virion production
always has a significant influence on the number of
free virus particles. If patients differ in their rate of
virion production, k , the number of infected cells
may not correlate with the number of free virus particles in cross-sectional studies.
The degree of virus-mediated cell killing may
have a significant influence on virus load at equilibrium under certain types of immune responses. In
the absence of an immune response, non-cytopathic
viruses will clearly achieve significantly higher abundances of infected cells than more cytopathic ones.
Similarly, immune responses inhibiting viral entry
into target cells (CTL-mediated inhibition of virus
entry and antibodies) only have a weak effect on
non-cytopathic viruses. On the other hand, Immune
responses acting on infected cells (CTL-mediated
lysis and CTL-mediated inhibition of virion production) have a strong effect on non-cytopathic viruses.
The mechanisms underlying these phenomena are
as follows. Without any immune response, cells
infected with non-cytopathic viruses will have a
longer life span than cells infected with cytopathic
viruses and will thus be able to produce more virus
particles leading to high virus loads, given that the
rate of virion production, k, is the same. If the
immune system inhibits viruses from entering their
target cells but does not inhibit virion production
once a host cell has been successfully entered, a cell
will again produce many more virus particles during its life span when harbouring a non-cytopathic,
compared to a cytopathic virus, given that there is
no difference in the rate of virion production. Similar considerations apply to the interactions between
the virus and an antibody response. The situation is
different with immune responses acting on infected
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cells. A lytic CTL response will significantly reduce
virus load of a non-cytopathic virus since it shortens
the life span of an infected cell and thus reduces the
amount of virus particles produced by that cell. On
the other hand, for a cytopathic virus, a lytic CTL
response may not have a significant impact. since
the virus itself already destroys the cell. With CTLmediated inhibition of virion production the mechanism is different. If cytokines limit the amount of
virion production, they also limit the amount of virus
induced target cell damage, since viral cytopathic
effects are usually a by-product of viral replication.
Thus, the life-span of infected cells harbouring cytopathic and non-cytopathic viruses, and therefore the
amount of virus produced during that life-span, will
be similar.
The result that the rate of viral entry into target cell9 only has a weak influence on virus load
is counter-intuitive and this issue has never been
addressed experimentally. However, t h s phenomenon has repeatedly been observed in mathematical models of viral infections (Bonhoeffer and
Nowak. 1997; Bonhoeffer et al., 1997a. 1997b). The
finding that immune responses directly inhibiting the
process of viral entry widen the parameter range
over which virus load may more strongly depend on
the rate of viral replication might have importance
for understanding the dynamics of drug-treatment
in HIV-infection. If the virus is not eliminated,
application of reverse transcriptase inhibitors or protease inhibitors have been shown to lead to significant reductions in virus load. However, Bonhoeffer
et al. (1997a) showed that the relative independence
of virus load on the replication kinetics of the virus
in mathematical models makes this observation difficult to explain unless the strength of a lytic CTL
response is very high. Chemokines inhibiting virus
entry into target cells are thought to be an important
mechanism controlling HIV in the asympromatic
period (Levy et al., 1996). Therefore, the presence
of these immune mechanisms might contribute to the
fall in virus load upon drug-treatment in addition to
the factors listed by Bonhoeffer et crl. (1997a).
On the other hand, experiments have addressed
the effect of viral cytopathogenicity on virus load

under different types of immune responses. The key
experiments in this context are perforin-knockout
studies. CTL-mediated cytotoxicity may be achieved
by two pathways (Kagi et al., 1995a, 1995b; Kagi
et al, 1996). Although the interaction of the Fas
molecule on the surface of the T cell with the
Fas ligand on the target cell can induce apoptosis
in the target cell, the main effector mechanism
for CTL-mediated lysis in vivo is supposed to be
the secretion of the pore-forming molecule perforin
by the CD8+ cell. Consequently, an important tool
for studying the significance of CTL-mediated lysis
for controlling viral infections has been the use
of perforin-knockout mice. While this defect does
not restrict the activation and proliferation of CD8'
cells, such mice are unable to lyse infected cells by
the perforin-dependent pathway (Kagi et a/., 1994).
Any control of the virus in these mice must therefore
be mainly due to soluble immune mediators, such as
antibodies or cytokines/chemolunes inhibiting virion
production or entry into target cells.

(a) Experimental Observations
It has been shown that perforin-knockout mice do
not lose control of cytopathic viruses such as vaccinia, vesicular stomatitis, semliki forest, or influenca virus, but control them with similar efficiencies
as wild-type mice (Kagi et a/., 1995a, 1995b: Kagi
et ul., 1996; Kagi and Hengartner, 1996). On the
other hand, perforin-knockout mice infected with
the non-cytopathic LCMV have been reported to
be severely compromised in their ability to control
the infection (Kagi et al., 1994; Walsh et al., 1994;
Kagi et al., 1995a, 1995b; Kagi et al., 1996; Kagi
and Hengartner, 1996; Zinkernagel, 1996). Based
on these observations, Kagi and others formulated
the hypothesis that CTL-mediated lysis is an essential immune mechanism for fighting non-cytopathic
viruses in general, whereas soluble immune factors
are sufficient to combat cytopathic viruses.
However, HBV, another non-cytopathic virus,
forms an exception to this scheme. Perforin-mediated
lysis is not necessary in order to control HBV infection and it has been shown in a transgenic mouse
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model that CTL-secreted soluble factors, mainly IFNy and TNF-a, are responsible for keeping the virus
population in check (Guidotti et al., 1994a, 1994b;
Chisari and Ferrari, 1995; Tsui et al., 1995; Guidotti
and Chisari, 1996; Guidotti et al., 1996a, 1996b;
Cavanaugh et al., 1997; Chisari 1997). They demonstrated that these cytokines induce HBV infected
hepatocytes to inhibit virion production at a posttranscriptional stage (Tsui et al., 1995; Guidotti et al.,
1996b), mainly through destabilising viral RNA and
destroying HBV nucleocapsid particles (Guidotti
et al., 1996b). It is not clear whether CTL-mediated
cytokine action is able to eliminate the viral infection, i.e. to cure infected cells, or whether the viral
genome persists in some form in the hepatocytes
(Guidotti et al., 1996b). Studies reporting the persistence of HBV traces as well as persistence of activation markers on HBV-specific CTLs many years after
recovery from acute hepatitis (Michalak et al., 1994;
Rehermann et al., 1995; Rehermann et al., 1996)
argue against clearance of the HBV genome.

experiments assuming that the main alternative to
CTL mediated lysis is given by (i) CTL-mediated
inhibition of virus infection, (ii) neutralising antibodies, and (iii) CTL-mediated inhibition of virion
production (Table I). We investigate which of the
alternative immune responses may lose control of
non-cytopathic viruses in perforin-knockout compared to perforin-competent mice. As shown in
Figure 4, perforin-knockout mice significantly lose
control of non-cytopathic viruses given that the
alternative immune response is inhibiting viral entry,
i.e. CTL-mediated inhibition of virus infection and
antibody responses. On the other hand, with immune
responses acting on infected cells (CTL-mediated
inhibition of virion production), there is no significant loss of control of non-cytopathic viruses in
perforin knockout mice.
(c) Interpretation
The above described simulations demonstrate that
our mathematical models can reconcile the apparently conflicting observations on the control of
LCMV and HBV infection in perforin-knockout
mice. Both the observations on LCMV and HBV do
not contradict the theoretical results presented here.

(b) Simulations
Based on the mathematical models analysed in this
paper, we have simulated such perforin-knockout

TABLE 1 Mathematical models used for simulating perforin knockout experiments assuming that the main alternative to a lytic CTL
response is given by (a) CTL-mediated inhibition of virus entry, (b) CTL-mediated inhibition of virion production and (c) neutralising
antibodies. In the latter case, we denote the antibody response by z1 and the lytic CTL response by 2 2 . The rate of CTL-mediated
lysis is described by the parameter p, while the rate of virus inhibition by the alternative immune response is given by the parameter
q. When the alternative immune response is cytokine-mediated inhibition of virion production, the rate of target cell killing by the
lytic CTL response must be proportional to l/(qz + I), since cytolune action reduces the amount of antigen displayed on the surface
of the infected cells and therefore the rate of recognition and killing by the CTLs

(4
ki.X-dx--

Pxv
qz+ 1

(b)
x = X - d~

-

Pxv

(c>

x = X - dz - ,!?XU
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FIGURE 4 Perforin-knockout experiments simulation. Virus load in wild-type and perforin-knockout simulations is compared
assuming that in the perforin-knockout simulations the main alternative immune response to CTL-mediated lysis is (a) CTL-mediated
irthibition of virus entry, (b) neutralising antibodies, and (c) CTL-mediated inhibition of virion production. Perforin knockout mice
significantly lose control of non-cytopathic viruses if the alternative immune response is inhibition of virus entry or an antibody
response, while this is not the case if the alternative itnmune response is CTL mediated inhibition of virion production. The equations
underlying these simulations are set out in Table I and parameters were chosen as follows: X = 1, d = 0.01, /3 = 2, k = 2, u = 2, c = 2.5,
b = 0.2, q = 100, c = 1. For perforin-competent mice, p = 1, for perforin-knockout mice p = 0.

IMMUNE RESPONSES

Our models predict that the non-lytic CTL response
in HBV does not lose control of the virus due to
its non-cytopathic nature. This is because, as discussed above, CTL-secreted cytokines induce inhibition of virion production inside the infected cell.
The relevance of the different kinds of alternative
immune responses for controlling LCMV infection
in perforin-knockout mice is less clear. Secretion of
IFN-A/has been reported to be an important mechanism for limiting viral replication (Muller et al.,
1994; van den Broek et al., 1995a, 1995b). However, certain LCMV strains have been shown to be
resistant to interferon mediated inhibition of replication (Moskophidis et al., 1994), and interferon may
also act in a different way in LCMV compared to
HBV infection, e.g. by countering CTL exhaustion
(van den Broek er al., 1995a, 1995b; Wodarz et al.,
1998) or enhancing MHC class I expression and
antigen presentation in infected cells (Kagi et al.,
1995b). Interferon in- LCMV infection may also
not be produced by the LCMV-specific CTLs, but
by unspecific immune mechanisms acting mainly
early in the infectious process (Kagi et al., 1995b).
Given that besides a lytic CTL response, the main
alternative immune mechanisms are those acting on
free virus particles, such as a neutralising antibody
resporlse or CTL-mediated inhibition of virus entry
into arget cells, our models predict that perforinknockout mice will lose control of non-cytopathic
viruses compared to perforin-competent mice. Further experiments could perhaps identify the dominant anti-LCMV immune response in the perforinknockout studies discussed above.
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immune mediators, it depends on the mechanism of
action whether non-cytopathic viruses will be able
to achieve significantly higher virus loads than cytopathic ones.
These results also have important implications
for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection.
At the beginning of the infectious process at the
time of seroconverison, relatively slowly replicating
and non-cytopathic strains (macrophage tropic/NSI)
predominate in the host (Tersmette et nl., 1989;
Schuitemaker et al., 1992; Connor and Ho 1994,
Schuitemaker, 1994; Rudensey et al., 1995; Fouchier et al., 1996). As disease develops, faster replicating, more cytopathic strains (T cell tropicIS1)
emerge and this is associated with progression to full
blown AIDS (Tersmette et al., 1989; Schuitemaker
et al., 1992; Connor and Ho, 1994; Schuitemaker,
1994; Rudensey et al., 1995; Fouchier et al., 1996).
Here we have shown that cytopathogenicity can be
a major determinant of virus load and that fitness
differences between cytopathic- and non-cytopathic
viruses may depend on the immune responses acting on the virus population. These results may help
to understand the selective mechanisms underlying
the dominance of macrophage tropic less cytopathic
strains at the beginning of the infection and the
emergence of increasingly T cell tropic more cytopathic strains towards the end. This is explored further in a separate paper (Wodarz and Nowak, 1998).
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